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In Port Projects

Deck Dept on the newly preserved forecastle

BM2 Potak driving the cutter’s small boat in
Tampa Bay during law enforcement operations

From September to December,
RESOLUTE’s Deck Department
renewed the cutter’s forecastle
non-skid surface. This extensive
project included removing the old
surface and stripping remaining
rust, and replacing with a new nonskid paint. Deck force accumulated
more than 500 work hours and
saved the cutter an estimated $40k
in services. Deck Department
continues to preserve the integrity
of our 54-year old cutter making it
ready to meet operational tasking.
Additionally, RESOLUTE routinely
launched its small boat and
conducted law enforcement
operations in Tampa Bay.
RESOLUTE boarding team members
sharpened their skills for the
upcoming patrol and enforced safe
recreational boating in our local
waterways.

Awards & Personnel

CDR Vanden Heuvel pins ME3 Smith with the
Good Conduct Medal

HS2 Gilbertson is welcomed aboard

BM2 Webster’s re-enlistment

RESOLUTE and the crew received
numerous awards prior to and during
patrol. These included the Armed
Forces Service Medal, Sea Service
Ribbons, Good Conduct Medals, a
Meritorious Unit Commendation and
three Meritorious Team
Commendations; all recognizing the
crew’s hard work and dedication to
the mission. Additionally, LTJG Carr,
LTJG Raymond, and LTJG Thompson
promoted to O-2. Soon, LTJG Raymond
will be reporting to Naval Flight
Training in Pensacola, Florida and LTJG
Carr will relieve as Executive Officer,
USCGC BARANOF in Bahrain.
We welcomed aboard HS2 Gilbertson,
BM3 Barrino, FN De La Mora, SN
Dedeo, SN Demeter, FN Fournier, SN
Pett, SN Ramirez, SN Rey, SN
Snodgrass, and SN Wienke.
BM2 Webster took her oath of reenlistment while underway. The
ceremony took place in the CO’s cabin.
Congratulations and thank you BM2
for your continued service.

Letter From CO’s Cabin
Team RESOLUTE, what an awesome patrol! We should be proud of how
we pulled together to get ourselves ready for the mission. That process
starts at home with our families and significant others who bring us
value, unwavering support, and the encouragement to serve our nation.
While difficult to navigate the holidays underway, and despite learning of
uncertain civil-national challenges at home, we remained focus and ready
for the mission. Especially amazing is the fact that our 55 year old cutter
easily achieves full power and hummed along without any significant
casualties. Our boats were fully mission capable and answered every
demand. All of this demonstrates that the crew is leading through one
word--ownership. Much like the maintenance that goes into RESOLUTE,
we have to maintain a strong posture while in-port and make the best
risk-calculated decisions while preparing ourselves and ship for the next
patrol. That starts the day we put lines over on the pier. Our mitigation
strategy requires significant management of emotional, social and
political aspects that shape and influence the decisions we choose to
make. We need to stay informed and keep our significant others
informed. If you are reading this as a family member or friend, and have
not reached out to one of our two amazing Ombudsman, I would ask you
to consider doing so. They have the resources and willingness to help you
get any questions answered. The command leadership team welcomes
the first opportunity to meet you in person and we are hoping for an
opportunity when we can all get together and meet in person this year.
Until then, please be safe, don't bear burdens alone, and thank you for
your dedication to the ideals that are greater than ourselves: Honor,
Respect and Devotion to Duty.
Commander Justin O. Vanden Heuvel
Commanding Officer, USCGC RESOLUTE

The Chief’s MESSage
Season greetings from the sea! Being separated from family and
friends is never easy, but despite the challenges we hope that
everyone enjoyed their holidays and their new years. The
RESOLUTE has been extremely busy this patrol, but the crew did
get to enjoy Christmas in GTMO! Our ombudsmen did a
remarkable job making sure that the crew was able to enjoy
Christmas away from St. Petersburg. They coordinated with
friends and family members to ensure that we all had presents to
open Christmas day. Perhaps the greatest gift were the holiday
messages from home; the entire crew enjoyed the videos!
This has been a unique and interesting patrol. From the
interdiction and repatriation of 110 Hattians to the successful
execution on counter narcotics mission, the crew’s dedication
and perseverance exceeded expectations. The Chiefs Mess
wanted to show their appreciation not only to the crew but also
to the dedicated family and friends. Your continued support
allows RESOLUTE to successfully operate.
From,
BMC Cleversey, CSC Champlin, MKC Brasel, MKC Brewer, and EMC
Urena.

Operations

RESOLUTE’s small boat making its approach
back to the cutter off the coast of Haiti

Small village in Cap Haitien, Haiti

Speaking with the locals about the current
conditions in Haiti

RESOLUTE patrolled off the coast of
Haiti to deter illegal migration and
maintain regional stability. Alien
Migrant Interdiction Operations
(AMIO) is one of the Coast Guard’s
eleven statutory missions.
RESOLUTE’s operations included
transiting close to shore, launching
small boats to assess the condition
of coastal towns, and interviewing
local mariners about the current
conditions in Haiti. With the
assistance of our interpreter, Mr.
Rodnel Yacenthe, RESOLUTE
boarding teams spoke to many
Haitian locals about their current
living conditions, especially in the
midst of the COVID-19 pandemic.
With the support of other Coast
Guard assets and collaboration
with our partner nations in the
region, RESOLUTE played an active
role in stemming illegal
immigration in the region.

Operations

An MH-60 Jayhawk helicopter guides
RESOLUTE’s small boat to the scene

Overloaded migrant vessel

RESOLUTE and her small boats, from the
helicopter

One of RESOLUTE’s major operations
this patrol included the interdiction
and rescue of 110 Haitian migrants.
In the Caribbean Sea, a Coast Guard
MH-60 Jayhawk helicopter spotted
an overloaded and unseaworthy
vessel. RESOLUTE diverted to the
case, and the helicopter coordinated
the response effort, guiding the
cutter’s small boats towards the
vessel. On scene, our boarding
teams found a 40-foot vessel
carrying 110 people. This vessel was
dangerously overloaded with Haitian
migrants. RESOLUTE’s small boats
safely disembarked all 110 migrants,
including six children, and delivered
them to RESOLUTE, where they were
ultimately repatriated back to Haiti.

RES in History

RESOLUTE small boat on-scene with a
sail freighter in 2007.

Food being given to a young Cuban
child

A RESOLUTE crewmember
administering medical attention

13 years ago, RESOLUTE responded
to a similar migrant case on an
overloaded Cuban migrant vessel
near Acklins Island in the Bahamas.
Many migration voyages like these
often include smuggling operations,
which make them inherently
dangerous. Unfortunately, the
masters of these vessel are more
concerned with the profit of the
voyage and not the safety of their
passengers. Illegal migration has
been a threat to our nation’s borders
for many years, and RESOLUTE has
continued to stand the watch to
thwart these smuggling efforts.

Operations

USS COMSTOCK and its small boat

COMSTOCK’s LEDET en-route to board
RESOLUTE

LEDET embarking RESOLUTE

The USS COMSTOCK (LSD-45) is a
609 foot U.S. Navy Whidbey IslandClass dock landing ship homeported
at Naval Base San Diego. Their Coast
Guard Law Enforcement
Detachment (LEDET) performed a
Visit, Board, Search, and Seizure
(VBSS) training onboard RESOLUTE.
This realistic training included
launching their small boat, boarding
our vessel, and accessing and
clearing spaces to gain control. With
their Coast Guard LEDET team
onboard, the COMSTOCK is capable
of performing many of the same
missions as RESOLUTE, specifically
counter narcotics operations.

LEDET member during training

Operations

RES1 and RES2 conducting transfer with CGC
MOHAWK

CGC JAMES and CGC RELIANCE in three-way
transfer with RESOLUTE

CGC RELIANCE’s small boat along side
RESOLUTE for contraband transfer

RESOLUTE conducted numerous atsea transfers with other Coast Guard
assets in the Caribbean. While on
patrol, RESOLUTE rendezvoused with
CGC WILLIAM TRUMP, CGC JAMES,
CGC RELIANCE, and CGC MOHAWK
for contraband and detainee
transfers. These operations require a
lot of planning, precision, and safety
as transfers typically include loading
heavy bales of contraband and
escorting detainees up ladders in
sometimes heavy seas. Small boat
coxswains involved in these types of
operations are highly trained and
experienced boat operators, as safe
execution requires a coordinated
effort between the small boats, the
bridge, and communication between
the different cutters. CGC WILLIAM
TRUMP is homeported in Key West,
Florida, CGC JAMES is homeported in
Charleston, SC, CGC RELIANCE is
homeported in Pensacola, FL, and
CGC MOHAWK is homeported in Key
West, Florida.

Operations

A RESOLUTE boarding team prior to launch

A relief crew on their way to relieve the initial
boarding team

Contraband processing on the fantail, under
the supervision of the Executive Officer

RESOLUTE launched boarding
teams numerous times this patrol
in search of contraband and other
illegal activity including suspicion of
illegal fishing operations in US
waters and contraband smuggling
operations. RESOLUTE boarded one
vessel transporting a large quantity
of contraband and operating with
numerous safety violations.
Boardings like these at sea are time
consuming, physically and mentally
demanding, and require extensive
knowledge of U.S. and
international policy. RESOLUTE’s
crew is always up to the challenge
and consistently seeks to uphold
and enforce the highest standards
of the law.

Crew Member Spotlight
FN Steven De La Mora
Q: Where are you from?
A: I am from Orlando, Florida.
Q: What is your favorite activity?
A: I really enjoy hiking and taking pictures.
Q: What’s a fun fact about yourself?
A: I have a degree in Air Traffic Control. I am secretly obsessed with
airplanes. Also, I am a stand up comedian at open mics around
town.
Q: Why did you join the Coast Guard?
A: I really wanted to be on the front lines of search and rescue,
drug interdictions, and maritime protection. You got to save the
whales!
Q: What was your most memorable moment from this patrol?
A: By far, the most memorable moment was meeting MPA… Also
when I was able to assist MK1 Aguilar translate on the bridge in
Spanish for a potential target of interest.

Q: What are your future plans in the Coast Guard?
A: I would really like to go to AMT A school because of my passion
for aviation and want to learn in-depth about the aviation industry
to possibly pursue my goal of becoming an air traffic controller.
Q: What are your plans for the in-port?
A: My main goal is to re-enroll in college, work on my car, and
become a fully qualified Fireman.
Q: What is your favorite sports team?
A: I love the USA Curling team because it is the most interesting
and intense sport to exist. Every curl keeps you on your feet and its
definitely better than any soap opera my abuela made me watch.
Q: If you could live in any place in the world, where would it be?
A: San Antonio, Texas! It has the best food, people, and all around
atmosphere. Growing up as an American of Mexican descent in
Florida, I never really got to experience Mexican culture. San
Antonio really encompasses Mexican culture and American history
peacefully and I never felt like I fit in a place more than San
Antonio. I used to work on the river walk and I never got tired of
seeing it for the 3 years that I lived there… By far the best place
ever!

GTMO, CUBA

RESOLUTE crew members viewing Holiday
videos from family members on the mess deck

RESOLUTE crew with gifts on the flight deck

LCDR Ball reads a handwritten card from a
local elementary school student in the
wardroom

Port calls were again limited to
pier-side in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba
this patrol due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Despite being away for
the holidays, the RESOLUTE crew
was supported by our family and
friends, the AMAZING RESOLUTE
Ombudsmen, and the Tampa Bay
USO. RESOLUTE received more
than 50 personal gifts from
spouses, personal holiday video
messages and pictures, 80 holiday
themed cards from a local
elementary school, and 80 gift bags
from the Tampa USO. While
holidays away from loved ones are
always difficult, we were able to
make the most of it with the help
and support of everyone back
home. Thanks for your continued
support!

THANKS FOR READING!
WE’LL BE BACK SOON

